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Goals of the discussion

I

Quantum Hall Effect (Q.H.E.)

I

Aharonov-Bohm effect

I

Fractional charged excitations (combining Q.H.E. and Aharonov-Bohm
effect)

I

Charges and Vortices- Lorentz and Magnus forces in superfluids and
superconductors

I

Quasi-holes in the ν−F.Q.H.E. are πν−anyons !

I

Interferometry as a way to observe anyons: Fabry-Perot interferometer.

I

Some experimental difficulties

Introduction

I

system confined to (2 + 1)D → bosons, anyon, or fermions

I

Our goals:
I
I
I

I

describe the Q.H.E.
explain why the observation of F.Q.H.E. implies the notion of anyons
show possible ways for a direct observation of the anyonic physics

to describe how the physics of Anyons enters in the Q.H.E., we will
consider: the Q.H.E., the Aharonov-Bohm effect, the Berry geometric
phase

The Quantum Hall effect

I

Within a certain range of temperatures, the deviation of σxx , σxy from
their T = 0 values follow the activation law: ∝ e −T /T0 , T0 temperature
scale depending on the details. This is a fingerprint of the presence of a
gap between ground and first excited states.

The Aharonov-Bohm effect

I

System of electrons in an e.m. field. The force results from one term in the
action, that is GEOMETRIC if the vector potential is independent of time:
Z
Z
e
e
dtv (t) · A(x, t) =
dl · A(x)
c
c
This action (divided by ~) gives the phase of the contribution of that
trajectory to the propagator of the particle:
Aharonov-Bohm phase = 2π
Φ0 =

hc
e

flux quantum.

Φ
,
Φ0

Two experimental sets-up to think about the Aharonov-Bohm effect:

(Persistent current observed in mesoscopic rings)

Excitations of fractional charge: combining A-B effect and Q.H.E.

I

The total charge displacements results to be Q(t) =

e2ν
Φ(t)
hc

When Φ = Φ0 (same spectrum of Φ = 0): Q = eν
I

For the adiabatic theorem, the system has to remain in an eigenstate
during the turning on of the flux →
radial charge tunnelling requires a breaking of rotational invariance →
IMPURITIES .

I

Laughlin’s proposal for the wave function of a QUASI-HOLE at the origin:
P
Y
Y
( zi ) ψg .s. = ( |zi |)e i i φi ψg .s. ,
i

i

where
ψg .s. ({zi }, {z¯i }) =

Y

(zi − zj )m

i<j

Y
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e −|zi |

/4lh2

,

lh2 ≡

~
eB

(Laughlin’s ansatz for the ground state of the ν = 1/m-FQH state ).
The product e i

P

i

φi

gives each electron a phase e iφi (Aharonov-Bohm

phase), hence an angular momentum ~.
I

So, quasi-hole states carry a fractional charge eν and one single
quantum of vorticity, localized at the interior edge of the annulus.

Charges and Vortices- Lorentz and Magnus forces in superfluids and
superconductors
I

For vortex in a neutral superfluid,
FMagnus = 2πnlv × ẑ.

I

Like the Lorentz force, the Magnus force is proportional and perpendicular
to the velocity of the vortex.

I

From a quantum point of view, interference effects due to the motion of a
vortex can be brought back to the A.-B. effect:
I

I

I

Classical Lorentz force → quantum A.-B. phase due to the motion of an
R
e
electron = ~c
ds · B
Classical Magnus force → quantum phase due to the motion of a vortex
R
= 2πl
ds · n
~

Consequence: the phase shift in interference associated to a closed loop of
a vortex is equal to
2π times the number of fluid particles encircled by the vortex
as it goes around the loop.

I

for 2D charged superconductor the force is the same, but instead of being
the hydrodynamical Magnus force, it’s a Lorentz force:
FLor =

1
c

Z
ds(J × B) =

1
Φ0
2ne v × ẑ = 2πnlv × ẑ
c
2

Analog of the Aharonov-Bohm effect for a VORTEX:

• A vortex doesn’t accumulate any phase in its wave function, by encircling
another vortex.
Instead this phase exists for quasi-holes in the Q.H.E.
• Vortices in (charged or not) superfluids, and quasi-holes in Q.H. systems are
collective excitations.
Ψ(R) = wave function of a system with a vortex at R.

Dynamic of the vortex: given by the GEOMETRIC Berry vector potential
Ab = =hΨ(R)|∇R |Ψ(R)i.
In terms of the fluid density ρ it becomes:
Z
ẑ × (r − R)
Ab = dr ρ(r )
,
|r − R|2
→ the vortex sees the fluid particles as an electron sees flux tubes.
• In both cases:
the phase accumulated by the wave function is 2π the expectation value
of the number of FLUID PARTICLES enclosed in the loop.

QUASI-HOLES in F.Q.H.E. follow FRACTIONAL STATISTICS
Quasi-holes at Laughlin fraction ν =

1
m

carry charge

1
e,
m

and ONE

quantum of vorticity.
I

I

~ ⊥ ~v , F
~ = 2πnl~v × ẑ, resulting
Quasi-hole moving in the Q.H.fluid ⇒ F
R
ẑ×(r −R)
from the vector potential Ab = dr ρ(r ) |r −R|2
~ = Lorentz force acting on a charge eν moving
Constrain nΦ0 /B = ν ⇒ F
in a magnetic field B with velocity v.

I

⇒ we are brought to accept quasi-holes as collective degrees of freedom
carrying a fractional charge eν.

I

Phase accumulation exists for encircling among Q.H. quasi-holes because
they correspond to fluid particle!

I

Density of fluid particles such that the filling factor deviates from

1
m

⇒

the deviation is accommodated in integer number of quasi-particles/
quasi-holes!
I

Quasi-holes are πν-phase ANYONS!

INTERFEROMETRY AS A WAY TO OBSERVE ANYONS
Fabry-Perot interferometer

t1 , t2 tunnelling amplit. associated to the quantum points: at the lowest order:
back-scattered current Ibs ∝ |t1 + t2 |2
• 3 ways to modify the relative phase between t1 , t2 : vary B, n0 , S.
I

Grossly, a variation of S doesn’t modify the filling factor ν, so it

I

Instead a variation of n0 or B introduces localized quasi-holes or

DOESN’T introduce quasi-particles in the bulk.
quasi-particles

Simplest case: ν = 1:
Aharonov -Bohm effect ⇒ relative phase = 2π times the number BS/Φ0 .
⇒ Ibs sinusoidal in S, with period ∆S = e/n0 .
⇒ Ibs sinusoidal in B, with period ∆B = Φ0 /S.
Case of fractional Q.H.states, with filling factors ν = 1/m:
We will consider only the tunnelling of quasi-particles (with charge eν).
For a quasi-particle encircling the cell between the two point contacts:
φ = 2πν[BS/Φ0 − Nqh ].
(Aharonov-Bohm part + statistical part)
In this case Ibs is:
I

sinusoidal in S , ∆S = e/n0 , exactly as in the ν = 1 case,

I

sinusoidal in B, except for occasional jumps happening when the number
Nqh increases by one.

• This is the manifestation of the statistical interaction among the
quasi-holes flowing along the edge with those ones localized in the bulk.

I

High temperature ⇒ multiple reflections.
The back-scattered waves wind the cell several times before leaving the
cell through one of the contacts.

I

Ibs =

∞
X

I0n cos n(φ + α0 ),

n=0

φ given by the previous formula, α0 (independent of B and area) coming
from the phases of the tunnelling amplitudes of the two point contacts.
I

Resonances at the values φ +

2πNqh
m

= 2πl, l integer, separated each other

by areas ∆S = e/n0
Morally: in the limit of strong back-scattering the cell becomes a quantum
dot, having a quantized number of electrons. Along certain lines in B − S
plane we have RESONANCES, where the energies of the dot with N electrons
and N + 1 electrons are degenerate.

I

This argument is based on the distinction:
I
I

I

edge quasi-holes → flowing from one contact to another
bulk quasi-holes → localized in the cell.

In the experiments, the number Nqh of quasi-particles enclosed in the cell
fluctuates with a certain time scale τ0 . As a consequence, the
back-scattered current becomes time-dependent. Its noise in the limit of
weak backscattering is:
2
[hIbs
i − hIbs i2 ]ω=0 ∝ hIbs i2 τ0 .

FROM THEORY TO EXPERIMENTS

INTEGER Q.H.E.:
Experimentally, Ibs oscillates both in B and n:
(

Period ∆n independent of the integer filling factor f .
Period ∆B ∝

1
f

• the ”cell” can break into several regions of different phases. (Q.H. states
with different ν, or compressible islands).
• Compressible regions complicates the experiments by adding indirect paths
for tunnelling between the edges!
• The size of the compressible regions could vary by varying B or the back-gate
voltage.

FRACTIONAL Q.H.E.:
Experimentally, Ibs oscillates both in B and n.
Data for ν = 1/3 at the 2 constrictions, ν = 2/5 at the enclosed island:
(

Period of oscill. in charge: 2e
Period of oscill. in magnetic flux: 5Φ0 .

This experiment is waiting for a satisfactory interpretation.

